EAR TREATMENT CANDLES
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Ear Treatment Candles
and Sinusitis

Headaches are all too common for you?
You always have a handkerchief at the ready?
Your eyes and nose often stream? Is someone
‘getting up your nose’? It sounds as if you have
sinusitis and probably each time you get a cold it
goes straight to the sinuses and stays there. What
to do? Rather than assuming that you need to grin
and bear it, had you thought of using ear treatment
candles? Oh, you may indeed have heard of them,
possibly as a joke, possibly as a form of ear
cleaning, but do you really know how ear treatment
candles can help with this problem that has
become all too common?
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Ear Treatment Candles and Sinusitis !

BACKGROUND
First of all, ear candling has been
around for thousands of years and is
used in many parts of the world. It
sometimes comes under the heading of
an old wives’ remedy and how many of
these are we rediscovering today with
excellent results?

immune system is vital for perfect
health and that it has no autonomic
pumping system (unlike the blood
supply which is pumped by the heart)
to send the lymphatic fluid round the
body to collect the toxins that build up
in the system.

Simple in themselves, ear candles are
hollow tubes or cones made from
cotton or linen impregnated with wax
and various herbs. In some cultures,
blowing smoke into the ear was a
method of treating ear problems; in
Cyprus honey is added to the mix to
stop the candle from burning too fast
as theirs are made from paper. Pottery
and glass cones have also turned up in
various parts of the world.

The acupuncture points in the ear are
treated at the same time and six of the
main meridians (energy lines according
to Chinese medicine) in a human body
including those concerned with
allergies either start or terminate at a
point between the nose and the ear.
The candle is therefore sending energy
right through the body by means of its
meridians.

THE TREATMENT
The candle or cone is placed just over
the entrance to the ear canal and the
top is lit. As it burns it sends a gentle
warmth spiralling down and it is this
which massages the ear drum and
stimulates the immune system. We
know that a properly functioning

The treatment, known as Ototherapy,
has been accredited in Switzerland by
ASCA the main professional
association and complementary
medical insurance policies will
reimburse treatments performed by
therapists trained by me and registered
with ASCA.
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About the author:
Jili Hamilton has worked
with ear treatment
candles for over 20
years; she wrote the first
book in English and the
only book in French on
the subject. An Italian
version is in preparation.
In 2006, she was a
keynote speaker at an
International Ear
Candling Conference
held in the UK. She is
fluent in English and
French. For details of
courses and books go to
www.jilihamilton.com.
If you have any
questions, please do not
hesitate to contact Jili:
info@jilihamilton.com.
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TREATING SINUSITIS
So what sort of results have we obtained from treating sinusitis with ear candles? I could give you
many examples and my students could give you many more, but here are a couple which have
stayed in my mind.

My hairdresser, a middle-aged
man, suffered badly from
sinusitis and snoring through
sleeping with his mouth open.
We discussed the candles one
day when he was having trouble
working and he agreed to give
them a try. I always recommend
three treatments over a period
of a month to see whether the
candles are suitable, but with
sinus problems the results are
often seen immediately. So it
was in this case. Like many
patients, lying on the treatment
table at the end of a long day he
went to sleep and started to
snore and snuffle. When he
came back for his second
treatment he was absolutely
thrilled. He could breathe
through his nose and he snored
less. After his three treatments
he now comes once a month for
‘maintenance’. What he
appreciates most is that, when
not chatting to his clients, he is
able to work with his mouth
shut!
Another dramatic case was a
lady at an exhibition in London
many years ago. Suffering for
years with her sinuses, she
hoped the candles would offer
some respite. As she turned

over on the treatment table for
the second ear, her nose started
running and we handed her the
box of tissues always kept at the
ready. Extremely pleased with
the result, she bought several
pairs of candles to use at home.
A couple of hours later, rather
less pleased, she returned to
the stand. She didn’t need to
explain what was happening:
her eyes and nose were running
and she had developed a bad
headache. ‘You’ve set off a
sinus attack’, she told us.
Why would this have happened?
The difference between
complementary medicine and
allopathic medicine is that with
the former the cure starts from
the inside, thereby pushing the
cause of the problem to the
surface. The aim of the latter is
to stop the illness as fast as
possible and this is how we
obtain rapid relief with an
allopathic remedy. However, it
has not got to the bottom of the
trouble and it will recur, perhaps
in a different form, at a later
date. This has led to much
misunderstanding of the efficacy
of complementary therapies.
What this lady was suffering
was a ‘healing crisis’ where her
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body had started to rid itself of
the excess mucus and this is

perfectly normal. The good
news is that it almost never
happens a second time, if, for
example, we remove from our
diet the foods that can be
aggravating the problem.
There are so many stories to tell
of what candles can do for a
multitude of pathologies and
some of them are contained in
my book Hopi Candles in
English and Les bougies
auriculaires et leurs bienfaits
méconnus in French (tra: Ear
treatment candles and their
unknown benefits).
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FAQs
How often do you treat? As soon
as you feel a cold or a sinus
attack coming on; after having
received several treatments in a
short period, once a month
throughout the year should
suffice.
Who should treat? A qualified
therapist is the best person,
certainly in the first instance.
After that ‘maintenance’ sessions
can be done at home.
How else can a qualified
therapist help? S/he is well
placed to advise on such things
as diet, lifestyle, etc.
For example, dairy products
increase mucous production in
the body and these are to be
avoided if you suffer from sinus
problems.

Should I have an operation to
drain the sinuses? This is an
unpleasant procedure and it may
need to be redone several years
later if the sinuses block up
again.
Do they only work on the head?
Not at all; I have can give many
instances where ear candling has
greatly surprised users by
working all over the body and
benefiting another condition they
considered totally unconnected to
their initial problem.
Is there any more to the candles
than that? A resounding ‘yes’.
There is much, much more to be
learnt and that is why I wrote a
book, although I’m still learning
too. That is also why I train
therapists to practise the

treatment as only a therapist can
see the problem from all angles,
ask the right questions, give the
right advice and suggest the
number of treatments necessary.
Where can I find a qualified
therapist? Check my website or
contact me.
I’m not a therapist but would like
to learn the technique: Contact
me for details of mini-courses for
home use.
I’m a therapist and would like to
take a professional course:
Courses are organised
anywhere, anytime. Contact me
for details.

Disclaimer
Ear candling is not considered to
be a medical treatment, and no
claim of this nature is made.
Always read and follow the
directions provided with ear
candles or seek guidance from
an experienced ear candle
practitioner. All information
contained in this fact sheet is
intended to increase knowledge
of candling, its origins and uses,
but is not a substitute for medical
advice or treatment for specific
medical conditions.
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